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The Nature Of A Remedy
In A Totally Corrupt "Judicial" System

By Jim Rivers and Obie-One: Kanobi

What is the purpose of this white paper? In its simplest form, it is to address the question that is asked by almost every [so-called freeman] and inmate who has ever been railroaded by a totally corrupted so-called "judicial system". For the individual who knows they have actually committed crimes against their fellow man, the outrage of being incarcerated is severely subdued by the self-admission of guilt and expectation of punishment if caught. So it is the truly outraged individual railroaded by the system who will be the most motivated to make the concerted effort to understand the information presented here and to pursue its remedy.

What Is The System?
Without a fundamental understanding of what the “system” actually is and some understanding of how it got that way, there is virtually no possibility of understanding and correctly implementing a remedy. The subject of what the “system” actually is, as opposed to what the system appears to be could easily encompass a 1000+ page book. A history book explaining the events of the past that led up to present state of the “system” could easily fill up several thousand pages. And even if such books were in your possession, would you make the effort to digest the information, and even more important, how could you know it was the truth, or was it just a bunch of half-baked ‘theories’ that fall apart upon the serious examination by objective analysis.

Obviously, this extremely brief paper will make no attempt to prove anything stated herein. Everything stated within regarding the “system” will of necessity be simply asserted as fact, firmly established as irrefutable, yet facts that will probably contradict everything you thought you understood about the system. You will either have to face up to the fact that you have been deceived and lied to all your life about almost everything you think you know, or you will remain a victim to the global financial prison that the entire world is now a part of, also referred to as the “system”. For those of you (the vast majority of humanity) who believe that such an evil global system of grand deception and enslavement cannot possibly exist, the mere suggestion of it sounding like the utterances of those “conspiracy nuts”, and usually dismissed as “kooks”, I suggest you immediately cease reading any further since I have no intention of communicating with the hopelessly brain dead masses on these matters.

It goes against my nature to be simply making assertions that are not backed up with rigorous proof, but I am of necessity, going to have to just move forward and assert the facts as irrefutable truth. If you demand the truth in life without compromise, you will eventually come to the same truth about the “system”. And what do I mean by the “system”. The system consists of all the institutions that man has created to organize/control/sustain itself, in particular “government”, “religion”, and “commerce”. There are no sharp demarcations between these 3 institutional entities, and in fact are so hopelessly intertwined, that I will refer to them as the “system”. [See the first Matrix Movie again and again and again!]

The Foundational Facts To Understand
Fact #1) The “system” in today’s world, on a global widespread basis, is now completely dominated/controlled by the forces of darkness, i.e. Satan/Lucifer/Devil. This is not some mystical, superstitious ravings. The dark forces are absolutely for real, are extremely ingenious in the science of controlling the peoples thinking, and control all governments of men, and the vast overwhelming majority of all religions, and in-particular, all of so-called Christendom (not true Christianity) represented by the harlot
upon the beast in Reve13tions Scripture. And for our analysis, the most important realization is that the dark forces totally control all the financial/economic systems, in particular banking, the principal control lever point of the commerce game and the resulting enslavement of all of mankind. There is ample if not massive confirmation that one indeed seems to be now well approaching the final battle of righteousness over Satan's pure evil.

Fact #2) Probably, as much as a little over 80% of the American people still believe that man's problems can be solved by political action, voting, having an informed opinion on political matters. They accept what they hear on the media and believe that authority can be trusted. Less than 10% of this group will ever realize how profoundly deceived they have been.

Fact #3) The world and all its resources, its most important being the human slave resources are in fact controlled by extremely wealthy and powerful families whose ingenious extortion strategies has become the foundation of the world economy (global economic slavery) through the creation of fictional indebtedness by imposition of centralized banking to ultimately deprive the people of all property and freedom.

Fact #4) Secret societies such as Illuminati (Luciferians), Freemasonry (33rd level and above), and others are keepers of arcane knowledge that guarantees the keeping of ordinary people in political, economic, and spiritual bondage. Major breakthroughs in the sciences such as physics, medicine, engineering, etc. have long been consistently suppressed by these groups for purposes of maintaining plunder and control of the unthinking masses.

Fact #5) The original de-jure Republican form of government given to us by our founding fathers, referred to as the "united states of America" has been replaced by stealth and deception with a private, foreign owned and operated for profit (actually plunder) de facto corporate democracy (not a Republic), in actuality a municipal corporation of the District of Columbia, or the United States, UNITED STATES being incorporated in England (our former enemy) in 1878.

Fact #6) The STATE OF OHIO, or any "STATE OF__________" refer not to the legitimate de-jure Republic, a party to the Constitution for the United states of America, but are but unincorporated (no physical boundaries defined in their constitution) municipal corporate instrumentality of the UNITED STATES, fraudulently established under the Buck Act of 1940. These de facto government impersonators have no actual lawful authority over "any inhabitants" of the several states of the Union, being ultra vires, and nul tiel to the corporate charter. They are the purest form of total fraud and deception against the people.

Fact #7) All the "state" courts found within the STATE OF OHIO or any "STATE OF __________", being brought into existence under the fraudulent authority of "STATE OF__________", have never had any lawful authority over the inhabitants, only over the fictions they create and the trustees of those fictions, never the Sovereigns unless tricked into being a co-trustee.

Fact #8) In order to overcome the total lack of lawful authority over inhabitants in their bogus "courts", a fictional constructive trust (your name spelled in all Capitalization), in fact another federal instrumentality, is created under fraud to deceive the inhabitant into believing he is subject to the private copyrighted statutory whims of the de-facto corporate government impersonator.

Fact #9) All so called "judges" who in fact are in the business of enforcing private copyrighted statutes and codes, are judicial officers, but rather mere executive administrators of a private, for profit (plunder!) municipal corporation, having absolutely no legal/lawful authority over the Sovereign inhabitants.

Fact #10) The UNITED STATES and its instrumentalities such as "STATE OF _______"; create constructive trusts named after inhabitants of the land(name spelled in all capital letters) in order to deprive the lawful inhabitant of his true identity and substantive rights and fraudulently make the inhabitant liable for the debts and obligations of the UNITED STATES and/or its instrumentalities.
Fact #11) The UNITED STATES and its instrumentalities (such as STATE OF NEVER recognize lawful inhabitants of the land, and only recognize the fictitious creations of the UNITED STATES and its other instrumentalities.

Fact #12) The United States District Court as constituted in the several states a party to the Constitution are completely outlaw, illegitimate, constitutionally unauthorized, private “courts” impersonating the true Article III Courts referred to as "District Court of the United States" which no longer exists any where and cannot be elicited into existence by any known means.

Fact #13) The so-called “Supreme Court of the United States” is currently not functioning as an Article III Constitutionally authorized court, but rather only as the High Admiralty Court. They consistently assert “no comment” when confronted with the simple question “Are you the one supreme Court described in Article III of the Constitution for the United States of America?” Do you wonder why?

Fact #14) The corporate de facto democracy (not the de-jure Republic united states of America) went into bankruptcy in 1933 creating a legal vacuum, the void of which was filled by the fiction construct of fraud that led ‘to the Judicial System’ becoming the most corrupt legal system in the world without peer. An identified recent candidate for nomination to the Supreme Court of the United States, Edith Jones, Appellate judge, publicly stated “the American legal system IS corrupt almost beyond all recognition”.

Fact #15) All so-called crime(s) are in fact strictly a commercial matter as stated in 27CFR 72.11 (CFR = Code of Federal Regulations).

Fact #16) Ever since June 5, 1933, because of the bankruptcy of the UNITED STATES, when House Joint Resolution 192 was unanimously passed I becoming public policy per Public Law 73-10, all products of the industrial/economic system are of legal/lawful necessity pre-paid; i.e. everything must be “paid” for by the government to preclude the charges of high treason against Congress, Secretary of Treasury, Board of Governors of Federal Reserve Bank, and the Comptroller of the Currency. This is an historical irrefutable fact that has been kept secret from you for over 93 years - Time to wake up maybe?

What Can We Conclude From These Facts?

Now, these particular assertions being stated as facts, the following conclusions can be readily arrived at.

1) Pursuing any remedy within the so-called “courts” is the proverbial “barking up the wrong tree” since the so-called “courts” have an immense financial incentive (as much as $10,000/day per inmate) to convict any and everyone (innocent or guilty is totally irrelevant - the pretend “courts” only rake in the big bucks upon securing convictions at all costs or as a compromise, obtain lucrative bribes from its victims).

2) There exist virtually no men/women of integrity left anywhere in the so-called judicial system because potential whistle blowers are not tolerated (the exceptions are indeed far and few between and those remaining few are virtually powerless to help you).

3) Much as the Chicago mobster Al Capone was virtually untouchable against the direct activities he engaged in, he was vulnerable indirectly through issues of taxation.

4) The “courts” consisting of the Clerk of the Court, Prosecutor, Deputy Prosecutor, pretend “judge’, and the Defense Attorney are all profoundly vulnerable to the issues of tax delinquency against their person for the bonds/bills (True Bills) being generated off the credit of its accused victims as products of statutes. A product of a statute is nothing different than let us say, a product of an industrial factory that builds automobiles. All these products are indeed prepaid, yet the people in their profound ignorance, are expected to somehow “pay” for these things, even though after the U.S. bankruptcy, the people no longer could “pay” their debts at law since it was now legally impossible (No precious metals backed the currency anymore after the confiscation of the gold by executive order)
We Forget Who The Real Sovereigns Are

It is precisely this inability of the people to "pay" at law their debts that empowers them under Public Law 73-10 to be able to exercise their exemption (exempt from paying) to achieve setoff (mutual cancellation of debt) for any and all debts that the Sovereign accepts.

We are all Sovereigns pursuant to the Unanimous Declaration of Independence of July 4, 1776, making us subject to no other men (only God - the Absolute Sovereign) - "All men are created equal..." Now do you remember? We being the Sovereign, are the only source of commercial energy, sq all funds that exist within the economy ultimately belong to a Sovereign inhabitant of the land. No government has the capacity to generate any positive commercial energy, only to generate destruction, debt/death, a pure parasitical existence upon the productive energy of the Sovereigns. These concepts are not some pie in the sky mental exercise, but are the hard reality that the dark forces fully recognize and go to such lengths to keep hidden from us. With great ingenuity and cunning, the dark forces have attempted to totally neutralize these impediments to achieving total enslavement of Sovereigns by making them think they are subject to their servants, the greatest of all con jobs in the history of man.

Is There Anything We Can Do?

So how do we turn the table on the greed, total corruption, and infinite evil in control of this wicked system, to assert our Sovereignty, to restore the de-jure Republic where everyone is a Sovereign with no subjects, and put a stop to the domestic terrorism, rape, robbery, and pillaging being committed against the Sovereigns. Should we just wait for the promised 'Divine' destruction of the entire global system as guaranteed to eventually happen in the Scriptures (that admittedly has a 1000% batting average so far) or if we have the knowledge to do so, to put into actions that can free the unjustly incarcerated, and help set up circumstances that can severely curtail, if not cause to implode upon itself by its own accord, the criminal enterprise impersonating a judicial system.

Since the criminal enterprise impersonating the judicial system is protected /supported and mutually profiting from the plunder they generate, all the way to the Supreme Courts of both State and Federal venues (they actually are in the same one federal system since the State is a mere federal instrumentality), than we must seek remedy outside of the State and Federal so-called government (de facto) that has a superior position.

The UNITED STATES and its federal instrumentalities such as the "STATE OF_________________" all went bankrupt in 1933 and went into receivership. The creditor in the bankruptcy is the International Monetary Fund (IMF) World Bank which uses their collection/enforcement branch, called the Internal Revenue Service, to service payments into the phony bankruptcy that is being used as a subterfuge to extort "money" from the people through the income tax scam.

The Federal Tax Forms Provide A Tool For Remedy.

The federal tax form always suggested for use for extortion of funds from individuals is the 1040 form, OMB No. 1545-0074, even though upon examination of the OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET(OMB) I Congressionally mandated listings of what this form is to be used for show absolutely no applicability to the subject of Individual Income Tax. It is totally purposeless to "protest" any aspect of the surrealistic income tax scam. The form totally supports your tax position you will be asserting. An example federal tax form 1040 filed for JOHN Q. DOE (all capital letters designates a legal fiction/trust entity) is provided. Notice that the perjury statement states that you have examined the return and accompanying schedules and statements you make, and to the best of your knowledge and belief it is true, correct, and complete. This will work to your favor as we shall see and protect you.

I call your attention to line 21 and its attachment which contains a "statement" that certain issues were being held by Recipients. The eligible issues are the listed items. In the example, the "Appearance Bond" for Case # CR 555555 was listed. Since this bond was issued using your identity as the commercial energy
backing the bond, even though the Appearance Bond may have only been posted at arraignment, and never actually exercised, this changes nothing in the nature of the bond itself. What is necessary to understand is that the Bond is issued (posted) and obtains its value (commercial energy) from the credit/commercial energy of the actual living soul, the principal creditor that is being involved (compelled) to “Appear”.

One may think the Appearance Bond is a worthless document if not exercised to obtain release until trial. But in fact, it is a commercial instrument having commercial value (Remember - All Crime is commercial) equal to the assigned amount.

The Prison/Penal Bonds

In fact there also exists other Bonds issued in a case which are so called “penal” bonds consisting of a series of 3 or 6 bonds all having OMB No. 90000045. It is these bonds (not shown in the example) which are all created behind your back without your knowledge or permission, yet receive their commercial energy from the living soul Sovereign. It is our understanding that these bonds are valued at $2 Million/Count, where the ‘counts’ is the number of counts in the True Bill Indictment and/or the ‘counts’ of conviction. The first 3 bonds are the Bid Bond (SF24), Performance Bond. (SF25), and the Payment Bond (SF25A). The next 3 bonds with the same OMB Numbers are the Miller Act Bonds (SF273, SF274, SF275) which may not apply to a state case as opposed to a federal case. Each Bond issued would constitute a so-called roll so the total sum of all these penal bonds could be 3 or 6 times $2 Million times #Counts.

All These Bonds Are 1099 DID Eligible Issues

If you were also listing these as 1099 010 eligible issues, the amounts become quite large, and the numbers showing up on line 21 and 64 of the federal tax form 1040 would be considerably larger. For simplicity of example, they are not included (only the Appearance Bond) but can most certainly be included also. The description of these Bonds would be “All OMB No.:9000-0045 Bonds for case # CR 5555555, STATE OF MYSTATE v. JOHN Q. DOE.”

In addition to these case related bonds, one can also include such eligible issues as traffic tickets, commercial bills of any sort, tax bills, court judgments, in fact any and all commercial presentments whether issued to you or by you. Remember, all the products of the economic system are pre-paid by virtue of public policy and Public Law (P.L. 73-10), arising out of the necessity of there no longer existing constitutionally authorized money to “pay” at law with. Once they took away our gold/silver backing of the currency, that is mandated by our organic constitution in Article I, Section 10, making it impossible to “pay” at law for anything, the party (government) that seized the gold must under public policy; pay all the bills for us. It is our very inability to pay at law as a result of the executive order seizing the gold in 1933 that gives us the ability/authority to demand that the items be treated as pre-paid. As hard as this might be to accept because of your thorough brainwashing by the global economic prison you have lived in your entire life, Public Policy mandated by 73-10 (HJR 192) is an irrefutable fact of life, and many thousands of people have known of this reality all along but kept the truth from you.

The 1099 OID Taxes The Eligible Issue Back to Source

All these eligible issues can be indeed processed via a 1099 DID filing in order to tax the issue back to the source (ultimately you) for “settlement and closing of escrow in exchange” (without money), Treasury Direct, SS# (Social Security #). The 1099 010 essentially allows the issuing party to volunteer the issue(s) to be taxed. These issue(s) were previously in fact delinquent, deferred taxes that had the appearance of being abandoned property in that you never made any claim upon them. Upon identifying the eligible issue(s), we force these funds to be set aside in essentially a demand deposit account as a federal withholding for recovery as a refund “on the 1040 form at line 64”.

The 1040 Establishes The Title To The Eligible Issue(s)

The 1040 form simply identifies title to the 1099 010 eligible issues as both being income to you (line 21), and as federal withholding (line 64). The commercial instruments/presentments can only obtain commercial energy/value from you, so you are the source, the-principal creditor. However, since you never
received actual spend-able funds (when they billed you, they failed to enclose a check to pay with - a dishonor in fact), the amount in question is all in a withholding status at the time of filing the 1040. The 1099 OID's filed earlier, effected a federal withholding on the funds that were being privately withheld (in reality a delinquent deferred tax - contraband - kept hidden from you unless you learn of its existence and tax it back.

A few other line items on the line 1040 need to be clarified. Since I have nothing to gain by claiming any exemptions (actually only a partial exemption at that) I simply do not bother, and put down -0-. It really does not matter. Also, on line 40, I take no deductions, because they are irrelevant to me. Now comes the more interesting part on line 44, the Tax. Notice that the line says "(see page 37)". Does that parenthetically enclosed phrase infer any legal duty you are swearing under penalty of perjury to have performed? Any items enclosed in parenthesis or brackets are strictly considered removed from the document in the legal sense but not always strictly adhered to. However in an ever more fundamental sense nothing on this "page37" is in any way legally incorporated as being a part of the 1040 form which you are attesting to only.

Line 44 is somewhat cleverly constructed to trick you into self assessing yourself some non-zero amount. As any serious student of income tax law has had drilled' into his head, the Individual Income Tax is voluntary (contrary to everything you have ever been lead to believe). Only the taxpayer can assess himself.

The IRS has absolutely no legal authority to assess the tax even though they will try to bluff you. The form, line 44 does not in any way preclude you from entering a zero. Even if they attempted to force you to assess a non-zero amount, you could simply 1099 DID that amount and tax that back to source also. They cannot win on this issue.

Filing The 1099 OID's

The example shows a 1099 010 and the accompanying 1096 that must go with it. The two sample enclosed letters show the correspondence sent to the prosecutor asking him to please file the 1099 010. It is also recommended that the Clerk of Court, all assistant prosecutors in your case, the "judge" also be added to the parties contacted. Since the people contacted all will refuse to file the 1099 OID's usually, even though it is required of them, they will all be in dishonor, and become as such eligible to appear in the report as a recipient of the payer. The head prosecutor as far as we are concerned, was the payer, who in actuality was pay- from your account (without your knowledge or consent which translates to stealing your exemption), so in a sense you yourself were the hidden payer, the prosecutor acting as your agent without your knowledge. Normally, the filler of the form 1096 is the same party as the payer, but the fraud perpetuated upon you caused you to have to be the filler out of necessity.

Every party who dishonored your request in your first letter has become a holder-in-duty-course of the federal tax liability, and hence should be listed as such in the recipient box by stating "holder-in-duty-course" (date of dishonor is the date of first letter). There can be multiple recipients to the same eligible issue. In a sense, these dishonoring parties share the liability(ies) individually and severally, consistent with UCC 'holder-in-duty-course' protocol.

In those cases where you issue as the payer an International Bill of Exchange (IBOE) or an International Promissory Note (IPN) (the preferred instrument to use is in conformance to the UNCITRAL Convention) to say a Clerk of Court for a fine or "court" cost, the recipient would be the Clerk of Court, and the payer is you, instead of the "agent" of you (a so-called Public servant). Any and 'everything issued' that receives its commercial value from you via your exemption has as its source you.

In Conclusion

This paper is a highly condensed (out of necessity) explanation of what you can do and who you really are. If you are operating with this described procedure, you are in complete conformance to the letter and intent of the law. The system may choose to attempt to intimidate you into not laying claim to what is rightfully yours. Do you understand it well enough to be the belligerent claimant?
Satan's system does not want you to assert yourself. They will try to intimidate you into silence and acquiescence of the docile economic slave you currently are. All it takes for evil to prevail is for good men to do nothing. To quote Teddy Roosevelt: "One of the greatest shortcomings in contemporary society IS the inability of many to distinguish between right and wrong, between good and evil, as well as the lack of the spirit to fight against injustice. Fundamentally, peace and our humanity must be backed up by the spirit to challenge what is wrong. A peace that acquiesces to rampant iniquity represents the bleak stillness of a spiritual graveyard. Shutting one's eyes to injustice is not tolerance; it is little more than cowardice and apathy". It is to those who agree with this, this paper is dedicated and addressed to.

[END]

After Thoughts

It was not made clear in the previous discussion, how and why this procedure effects the release of the individual. The corpus (body) is being warehoused by prison system as surety/collateral for the commercial instruments generated by the pretend courts discussed earlier. The criminal RICO enterprise uses your exemption to provide the commercial energy to give it value. When these commercial instruments (eligible issue(s) are taxed back to source by the Sovereign (who in fact is the ultimate source), the accused has now successfully closed escrow on the Treasury 'Direct account (your SS#), so no surety can now be maintained on the instrument. Also, since the escrow is closed, the means, of stealing from ones exemption is closed off. One needs an open escrow to scam the account. Therefore, they can no longer pay for your warehousing expenses, and the deferred taxes must be set aside for withholding, and if they cannot produce the funds, someone in the system will have to become the scapegoat, and go to prison, effectively replacing you.

Also, as some have correctly guessed, this method can be used to eliminate mortgages, car loans, and credit card balances since all these commercial contracts are all totally fraudulently. The so-called lender never “lent” you any “money”, they have nothing at risk. They simply stole the funds for the alleged loan from your exemption, and trick you into “paying” back what they never lent you. This is the ultimate scam indeed. This subject is however beyond the scope of this paper.

* * *
Dear Sir,

Would your accountant please prepare and file Federal Tax Form 1099 OID Original Issue Discount to cover the eligible issues (products of statutes) in this case # CR 555555 - STATE OF MYSTATE v. JOHN Q. DOE. The eligible issue(s) in this matter consist of:

1) Appearance Bond in the amount of $500,000.
2) Any other Bonds subsequent to the True Bill Indictment [Could ~ Penal &Tds ~]

Please provide me with my copy of this 1099 010 form as well as the forensic accounting, corresponding to FinCEN Form 101, “Suspicious Activity Report”.

The tax in question is the original issue discount. The filing of the 1099 010 is not mandatory on my part (voluntary), but upon request by me becomes mandatory upon you, and if not complied with, constitutes a “willful failure to file for income tax”.

The filing of the 1099 010 is to enable the tax charge to return to the source for settlement and closing of escrow in exchange, Treasury Direct, SS# 555 55 5555. After filing, please return to my possession all the corresponding property that belongs to me.

If a response is not received from you within 10 days of receipt of this letter, it will be assumed you have chosen to dishonour me.

Sincerely,

_________________________

your name here

CERTIFICATE OF HAILING

On this __________ day of _____________________, 2006, I personally placed this letter into a postage-pre-paid 1st-class-envelope addressed to the above address, and deposited it into a mail box provided for at this facility for U.S. Mail.

/s/ ______________________

name here

Witnesses:

________________________

name here

________________________

name here

________________________

name here
Remedy - 12 Date: FeD 5, 2006

Ima Real Crook, Prosecutor MyCounty County
5 South 5th Street
MyCity, MyState, 55555

John-Quicey: Doe
via JOHN Q. DOE
555 West 5th Street
MyCity, MyState [55555]

RE: Your Failure to file federal tax form 1099 OID  Notice of request for Tax ID Number

Dear Mr. Crook,

On the date of 10/06, you were requested to file the federal tax form 1099 010 on certain eligible issue(s) in order to effect the return to source for full settlement and closing of escrow in exchange, Treasury Direct SS#555-55-5555. The 1099 DID tax form identifies the Respondent therein, who used funds from the source to create the product from which the eligible issue(s) derived from.

You choose to refuse to file the said tax form or otherwise fail to file it (willful failure to file), making you a participant in an international contract (a small claim), and your name becomes eligible to appear in the tax report as a recipient of the payer, who is identified in the eligible issue/bill/ bond/etc. You have knowledge/access to the value and other information to report /file the federal tax form and you are now holding a tax liability until you make settlement, by return to the “source” (which is what the filing of the 1099 010 does), and that source is eligible for a tax refund.

You are the holder-in-line-of the eligible issue(s) for the value stated herein and that value being a federal tax liability, you are in possession of tax revenue that you get rid of by effecting the refund to the source Treasury Direct Social Security Number that the eligible issue(s) was intended. Once you dishonour, you cannot go backwards!

Since you have persisted in refusing (dishonouring) to make the requested filings as requested, I am hereby requesting you provide me your federal tax ID. No., for inclusion as a Recipient on the 1099 DID. If you refuse to provide me this information, than I shall designate this information as having been “REFUSED” on the federal tax form 1099 OID.

Considering your now serious tax delinquency of deferred taxes on this eligible issue(s), you will only be allowed 5 working days. (unless more time is requested immediately) from receipt of this letter to ameliorate your “willfull failure to file”, or else further actions shall commence at the federal level and a FinCEN 101 report issued on the matter if applicable.

Unless notified to the contrary by you within the allotted time, on the information required on the 1099 OID filing, the Payer shall be listed as being the originator of the eligible issue(s), the Payer tax Id No. as being “REFUSED” (by virtue of your refusal to file said form), the Recipient as being you, Recipient Tax ID Number as being “REFUSED”, and the address and phone number as shown on your mailing if provided, and the value(s) of the eligible issue(s) will be as designated on the issue or if unknown, as being my best guess estimate.

Sincerely,

________________________________________

your name here

CERTIFICATE OF HAILING

On this ______ day of ____________________, 2006, I personally placed this letter into a postage-pre-paid 1st-class-envelope addressed to the above address, and deposited it into a mail box provided for at this facility for U.S. Mail.

________________________________________

/s/
name here

Witnesses:

______________________________
name here

______________________________
name here

______________________________
name here
Mr. Ima Real Crook, Prosecutor
MyCounty County
5 South 5th Street
MyCity, MyState 55555

Ms Takyu Too Kleanors, Assistant Prosecutor
5 South 5th Street, 5th Floor
MyCity, MyState 55555

Mr. N. Joy Rapin, Attorney at Law
Rapin, Robin, and Peillage Assoc.
55 South 55th Street
MyCity, MyState 55555

John Quicy Doe
via the JOHN Q DOE trust
555 West 5th Street
MyCity, MyState

[55555]

Dear Sir/Madam,

Would your accountant please prepare and file federal tax forms 1096/1099 OID (Original Issue Discount) to cover the eligible issues (products) in this matter. The products in question constitute the eligible issues described as follows:

These issues relate to Case # CR 555555, at the Court of Common Pleas, MyCounty County, Ohio, STATE OF MYSTATE v. JOHN Q. DOE.

1) The Appearance Bond in the amount of
3) Any other bonds subsequent to and including the True Bill Indictment.

All the above eligible issues listed above (1-3) are all being withheld.

All these product(s) in issue is (are) prepaid, and I am in need of information of your business plan to process prepayments in order to facilitate the tax report of the federal withholding to the IRS as taxable income to me. You did not provide me with a check or money order in order to pay for the product of your withholding which constitutes a dishonour in itself. Any dishonour/denial in this matter on your part admits this settlement to be a tax recovery issue. The IRS will want to know where the funds are that are being withheld. Please tell me how to proceed in order to make settlement.

The tax in question is the original issue discount. The filing of the 1099 OID is to enable the tax charge to return to the source for settlement and closing of escrow in exchange, Treasury Direct, SS# 555-55-5555. After filing please return to my possession all the corresponding property that belongs to me. If you do not intend to comply with my request, then please provide me with your tax identification #.

Your refusal makes you a participant in an international contract (a small claim), and your name becomes eligible to appear in the tax report as a recipient of the payee, who is identified in the eligible issue/bill/bond/etc. You have knowledge/access to the value and other information to report/file the federal tax form and you are now holding a tax liability until you make settlement, by return to the source (which is what the filing of the 1099 OID does), and that source is eligible for a tax refund. You would become the holder-in-due-course of the eligible issue(s) for the value stated herein, that value being a federal tax liability.
If I do not hear from you within 5 working days of receipt of this letter, the enclosed 1099 OID tax forms will be deemed correct for filing with the IRS.

Sincerely,

John Q. Doe

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

On this 15th day of December, 2005, I personally placed this letter into a postage pre-paid envelope addressed to the above address(es), and deposited it(them) into a mail box provided for at this facility for U.S. mail.

x John Q. Doe
Mailer

x Martha Stewart
Witness to mailing
Annual Summary and Transmittal of U.S. Information Returns

For Official Use Only

Enter an “X” in only one box below to indicate the type of form being filed.

If this is your final return, enter an “X” here.
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Return this entire page to the Internal Revenue Service. Photocopies are not acceptable.

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying documents, and, to the best of my knowledge and belief, they are true, correct, and complete.

Signature ▶  John Q. Doe  Title ▶

Instructions

Purpose of form. Use this form to transmit paper Forms 1099, 1098, 5498, and W-2G to the Internal Revenue Service. Do not use Form 1096 to transmit electronically or magnetically. For magnetic media, see Form 4804, Transmission of Information Returns Reported Magnetically; for electronic submissions, see Pub. 1220, Specifications for Filing Forms 1098, 1099, 5498, and W-2G Electronically or Magnetically.

Who must file. The name, address, and TIN of the filer on this form must be the same as those you enter in the upper left area of Forms 1099, 1098, 5498, or W-2G. A filer includes a payer: a recipient of mortgage interest payments (including points) or student loan interest; an educational institution; a broker; a barter exchange; a creditor; a person reporting real estate transactions; a trustee or issuer of any individual retirement arrangement, a Coverdell ESA, an HSA, an Archer MSA (including a Medicare Advantage MSA); certain corporations; certain donees of motor vehicles, boats, and airplanes; and a lender who acquires an interest in secured property or who has reason to know that the property has been abandoned.

Preaddressed Form 1096. If you received a preaddressed Form 1096 from the IRS with Package 1099, use it to transmit paper Forms 1099, 1098, 5498, and W-2G to the Internal Revenue Service. If any of the preprinted information is incorrect, make corrections on the form.

If you are not using a preaddressed form, enter the filer’s name, address (including room, suite, or other unit number), and TIN in the spaces provided on the form.


Where To File

Send all information returns filed on paper with Form 1096 to the following:

If your principal business, office or agency, or legal residence in the case of an individual, is located in

Alabama, Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Mexico, North Carolina, Texas, Virginia

Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, West Virginia

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Wisconsin

Use the following Internal Revenue Service Center address

Austin, TX 73302

Cincinnati, OH 45999

Kansas City, MO 64167

For more information and the Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the 2005 General Instructions for Forms 1099, 1098, 5498, and W-2G.
Remedy - 1st

 vat
 1 Original issue discount for 2005
 2 Other periodic interest
 3 Early withdrawal penalty
 4 Federal income-tax withheld

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Issue Discount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$125,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case # CR555555, STATE OF MYSTATE v. JOHN Q. DOE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appearance Bond</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Form 1099-OID

Do Not Cut or Separate Forms on This Page — Do Not Cut or Separate Forms on This Page
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAYER'S name, street address, city, state, ZIP code, and telephone no.</th>
<th>1 Original issue discount for 2005</th>
<th>OMB No. 1545-0117</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ime Real Crock, Prosecutor My County County 5 South 5th Street My City, My State 55555</td>
<td>$6,000,000.00 (est)</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAYER'S Federal identification number</td>
<td>2 Other periodic interest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Refused)</td>
<td>$0-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECIPIENT'S identification number</td>
<td>3 Early withdrawal penalty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Refused)</td>
<td>$0-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECIPIENT'S name</td>
<td>4 Federal income tax withheld</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. N. Joy Rapin, Attorney at Law Rapin, Robin, and Peillage Assoc.</td>
<td>$6,000,000.00 (est)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street address (including apt. no.)</td>
<td>5 Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 South 55th Street</td>
<td>All OMB No.: 9000-0045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City, state, and ZIP code</td>
<td>6 Original issue discount on U.S. Treasury obligations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My City, My State 55555</td>
<td>$0-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account number (see instructions)</td>
<td>7 Investment expenses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555-555555</td>
<td>$0-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## U.S. Individual Income Tax Return 2005

### Form 1040

#### Label
For the year Jan. 1-Dec. 31, 2005, or other tax year beginning... 2005, ending 20...

Your first name and initial... JOHN Q...

Last name... DOE

If a joint return, spouse’s first name and initial... Last name...

Home address (number and street). If you have a P.O. box, see page 16... 555 West 5th Street...

Apt. no... 555

City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code. If you have a foreign address, see page 16... MyCity, MyState, 55555

Checking a box below will not change your tax or refund.

### Filing Status
1 X Single
2 Married filing jointly (even if only one had income)
3 Married filing separately. Enter spouse’s SSN above...
4 Head of household (with qualifying person). (See page 17.) If the qualifying person is a child but not your dependent, enter this child’s name here...
5 Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (see page 17)

### Exemptions
6a Yourself, if someone can claim you as a dependent, do not check box 6a
6b Spouse...

If more than four dependents, see page 19.

### Income
7 Wages, salaries, tips, etc. Attach Form(s) W-2...
8a Taxable interest. Attach Schedule B if required...
8b Tax-exempt interest. Do not attach any line 8a...
9a Ordinary dividends. Attach Schedule B if required...
9b Qualified dividends (see page 23)
10 Taxable refunds credits, or offsets of state and local income taxes (see page 23)
11 Alimony received
12 Business income or (loss). Attach Schedule C or C-EZ...
13 Capital gain or (loss). Attach Schedule D if required. If not required, check here...
14 Other gains or (losses). Attach Form 4797...

If you did not get a W-2, see page 22.

### Adjusted Gross Income
23 Educator expenses (see page 29)
24 Certain business expenses of reservists, performing artists, and fee-basis government officials. Attach Form 2106 or 2106-EZ...
25 Health savings account deduction. Attach Form 8889...
26 Moving expenses. Attach Form 3903...
27 One-half of self-employment tax. Attach Schedule SE...
28 Self-employed SEP, SIMPLE, and qualified plans...
29 Self-employed health insurance deduction (see page 30)
30 Penalty on early withdrawal of savings...
31a Alimony paid...
31b Recipient’s SSN...
32 IRA deduction (see page 31)
33 Student loan interest deduction (see page 33)
34 Tuition and fees deduction (see page 34)
35 Domestic production activities deduction. Attach Form 8833...

### Total Income

50,000

### Total Exemptions
0

### Adjusted Gross Income

6,125,000

### Total Income

6,175,000
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax and Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>38</strong> Amount from line 37 (adjusted gross income)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>39a</strong> Check if: [ ] You were born before January 2, 1941, [ ] Blind. Total boxes checked: <strong>39a</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>40</strong> Itemized deductions (from Schedule A) or your standard deduction (see left margin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>41</strong> Subtract line 40 from line 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>42</strong> If line 38 is over $109,475, or you provided housing to a person displaced by Hurricane Katrina, see page 37. Otherwise, multiply $3,200 by the total number of exemptions claimed on line 6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>43</strong> Taxable income. Subtract line 42 from line 41. If line 42 is more than line 41, enter -0-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>44</strong> Tax (see page 37). Check if any tax is from: [ ] Form(s) 8814 [ ] Form 4972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>45</strong> Alternative minimum tax (see page 39). Attach Form 6251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>46</strong> Add lines 44 and 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>47</strong> Foreign tax credit. Attach Form 1116 if required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>48</strong> Credit for child and dependent care expenses. Attach Form 2441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>49</strong> Credit for the elderly or the disabled. Attach Schedule R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>50</strong> Education credits. Attach Form 8863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>51</strong> Retirement contributions credit. Attach Form 8880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>52</strong> Child tax credit (see page 41). Attach Form 8961 if required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>53</strong> Adoption credit. Attach Form 8839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>54</strong> Credits from: [ ] Form 8896 [ ] Form 8859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>55</strong> Other credits. Check applicable box(es): [ ] Form 3800 [ ] Form 8801 [ ] Form 8859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>56</strong> Add lines 47 through 55. These are your total credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>57</strong> Subtract line 56 from line 46. If line 56 is more than line 46, enter -0-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Taxes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>58</strong> Self-employment tax. Attach Schedule SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>59</strong> Social security and Medicare tax on tip income not reported to employer. Attach Form 4137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>60</strong> Additional tax on IRAs, other qualified retirement plans, etc. Attach Form 5329 if required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>61</strong> Advance earned income credit payments from Form(s) W-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>62</strong> Household employment taxes. Attach Schedule H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>63</strong> Add lines 57 through 62. This is your total tax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>64</strong> Federal income tax withheld from Forms W-2 and 1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>65</strong> 2005 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 2004 return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>66a</strong> Earned income credit (EIC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>66b</strong> Nonrefundable combat pay election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>67</strong> Excess social security and tier 1 RRTA tax withheld (see page 59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>68</strong> Additional child tax credit. Attach Form 8812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>69</strong> Amount paid with request for extension to file (see page 59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>70</strong> Payments from: [ ] Form 2439 [ ] Form 4136 [ ] Form 8805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>71</strong> Add lines 64, 65, 66a, and 67 through 70. These are your total payments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refund</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>72</strong> If line 71 is more than line 63, subtract line 63 from line 71. This is the amount you overpaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>73a</strong> Amount of line 72 you want refunded to you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>73b</strong> Routing number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>73c</strong> and <strong>73d</strong> Account number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>74</strong> Amount of line 72 you want applied to your 2006 estimated tax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount You Owe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>75</strong> Amount you owe. Subtract line 71 from line 63. For details on how to pay, see page 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>76</strong> Estimated tax penalty (see page 60)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Third Party Designee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Designee’s name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal identification number (PIN)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign Here</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and belief, they are true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) is based on all information of which preparer has any knowledge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparer’s Use Only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm’s name (or yours if self-employed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check if self-employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparer’s SSN or PTIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JOHN Q. DOE  SS# 555-55-5555
FORM 1040 (2005) ATTACHMENT FOR LINES 21 AND 64

Line 21 - Other Income
From issues still being held by Recipient(s) - See 1099 OID forms.
Eligible issues listed below:

1) Appearance Bond, Case # CR 555555, STATE OF MYSTATE
   v. JOHN Q. DOE, MyCounty County, MyState  $125,000.00

2) All OMB No.:9000-0045 Bonds, Case# CR 555555, STATE
   OF MYSTATE v. JOHN Q. DOE, MyCounty County, MyState  $6,000,000.00(est)
   Total  $6,125,000.00

Line 64 - Federal Income Tax withholding by 1099 OID filing.
See same list as above for line 21

by: [Signature]

[Name]
Here is a sample letter that can be used by any "Railroaded" prisoner with the "assumed charges", to challenge the detainer holding you in prison. This letter seeks certain information from the point where the derivatives assume and attach the credit of the particular SS# on the Residential Roll. Their failure to respond results in the 1099 OID being filed with the County Attorney where prosecuted being the payer, and the County Prosecutor of the prison location becoming the Recipient on the 1099 OID Federal Tax Form. The eligible issue in this case is the Appearance Bond established at arraignment. In some cases, the Payer and Recipient are the same party. A Federal Tax Form 1040 or 1040X will also be needed to establish your claim on the eligible issue. As usual, your own SS# will be in the account number box on the 1099 OID, and the "Corrected" box should always be checked to prevent identity theft.

Mr. Larry E. Beal
Hocking County Prosecutor
88 S. Market Street
Logan, OH 43138-1221

Ima R. Inmate
via the IMA R. INMATE trust
Warehouse # A 555555
C/O Hocking Correctional Facility
P.O. Box 59
Nelsonville Ohio state
[45764-0059]

Dear Mr. Beal,

As shown by my address above, I am currently residing in Nelsonville. I am inquiring to determine if my name and Social Security No. 555-55-5555 is on the Roll of that Residential Unit. If this be not the case, than where is it listed to comply with Cemetary Laws that are overseen by the U.S. Marshal Service, making it a Federal matter? This information is needed to determine the State, Federal and Municipal taxes for my account.

If you so choose to withhold this information from me, then your name is eligible to appear on the 1099 OID Federal Tax Form as the Recipient of the Appearance Bond set on me at arraignment. The enclosed 1099 OID will be deemed correct for filing if I do not hear from you in 10 business days. Thank you for your prompt attention to this urgent matter.

Sincerely,

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

On this _______ day of ________, 2006, I personally placed this letter into a postage prepaid envelope addressed to the above party and deposited it into a mail box provided for U.S. mail.

X
Mailer

X
Witness to mailing
An Overlooked Idea

There is one single overlooked idea in the commercial activities we are involved/engaged in and too many thoughts may overshadow the answer.

Whatever venture we are engaged with, we will be unable to make settlement because, there is no CLOSURE on the issue. The reason is, there is no return to the SOURCE. That return cannot be made by dollars because dollars are measured in whole numbers. A return to the "source" must be made electronically so therefore the units of measure must be in International Units of Revenue - Not Dollars- Re-Venue. You should not attempt to purchase something that is in the wrong venue. You need to be in the Re-Venue. And since we identify the International Unit as Revenue, that is what must be used to pay a bill. The only way we have found to obtain Revenue to do this is to have your tax preparer file Federal Tax Form 1099 OID on the issue and ask him to give you an advance on the tax refund. The tax refund comes from the "SOURCE" as that is where the 1099 report returns to the "SOURCE". You must remember that the Revenue travels in Electronic circuits in return to the source. Dollars are not eligible units to travel electronically as they are measured in whole numbers. Dollars go wire transfer which originates with a debt instrument.

Maybe I can simplify my comments by saying you might take your bills to H&R Block and ask them to file the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID on your issues and give you the advance on the tax refund. H & R Block will get the tax refund based on the discount to maturity. Thus your advance will come in tax paid dollars, a closed escrow no longer open to the public. It is these open escrows where criminal charges are taken from and assumed when escrow closes, with the voluntary 1099 tax report. There is no longer anywhere for "agent Provocateurs" to assume charges from; All the actions against us come from open escrows, so after filing Federal Tax Form 1099 OID on the issue, the tax is returned to the "SOURCE" and escrow closes.

I don't believe that a case can be maintained against one if the 1099 is filed and the Escrow is closed - because that tax is now paid - no debt! So, the escrow is still open, (and that is where the assumed charges come from).

The guilty/not guilty issue is applicable, but only in tax deferrals as that is where they assume their charges are from (open escrow). But when we get the tax preparer to file the 1099 OID on the particular issue in question, the dollars become Revenue (a tax) by the voluntary confession and return to source, Treasury Direct # (your SS#). This "source" is a mutual fund held by the county attorney and that mutual fund was purchased with a BLOCKED GRANT that used your foreign credit blocked therein to enable someone (agent provocateur) to assume
the use of these funds in a true bill against you. Adolph Hitler had a conversa-
tion with his finance minister in which he said things that will make clear
where contrary claims come from. This was discovered in the book "The Twentieth
Century Journey" by William Shirer, where he tells of Hitler’s question to his
finance minister. He said "We have made the political decision to build up our
military in violation of the treaties, so, how are we going to finance the build-
up?" The finance minister said, "First you will need to use the printing press.
Second, we have confiscated enormous amounts of Jewish property, and third, we
will block the foreign credit that will enable you to use the credit of your
political enemies to build up your military."

So, what you see there is the formula for a Blocked Grant as the means to
derive foreign (PRIVATE) credit from the Rolls of residents of Municipalities
in the county that is run by the county attorney and the one who prosecutes you
on charges therefrom. These BLOCKED Grants are the credit used by the county
attorney to purchase Mutual Funds that are the "source" of Revenue used to finance
the product of those who bring bills against you. These Mutual Funds are the
Derivatives used to finance the IMF and are the "source" the 1099 instructions
refer to. So when we get a bill from a merchant or vendor, that bill was financed
by the "source" that is measured in International Units that can travel in elec-
tronic circuits in return (tax return) to the source. WHEREAS, Dollars measured
in whole numbers cannot pass through an electronic circuit. Here is where the bill
must be reported voluntarily on Federal Tax Form 1099 OID to identify those dol-
ars as tax revenue and thus eligible to pass to the "source" for settlement and
closing in exchange, Treasury Direct # (your ss#).

Another way to identify the "source" (mutual fund) is the source is exempt
from state and municipal taxes but not Federal. That the reason to file Federal
Tax Form 1099 OID on the particular issue, is to tax the sum of the bill back
to the source. H & R Block can do that as you take your bills to them and have
them report on the said 1099 OID and you can get an advance on the tax refund
immediately. They advertise on TV how fast and easy you can get an advance on
your tax return. Everyone assumes a tax return is a 1040, but there are lots of
tax reporting forms and the 1099’s are some of them - only they are voluntary
reporting. They are not mandatory like the others. But nevertheless the report-
ing identifies the "source" as a "small claim" expressed in International Units
and eligible for a Judgment to Enforce Tax Recovery in small claims court. (That
Judgment can be extended to say an order for release of prisoners held as col-
lateral. Thus this becomes a Habeas Corpus.). The quiet title and Ejectment
actions would only apply after the said 1099 OID return is made as it is after getting the escrow closed by the tax return to the "source" that one has actual settlement in fact.

I don't think the mirror image is going to have much effect with the business because the mirror is relating to things and accounts of whole items measured in whole numbers, and we are talking about charges that can pass through electronic circuits as a matter of fact - so it looks like this reduces the idea down to a very small unit of a single "source" thus one world order. With that idea in mind we don't look at a credit as opposed to a debit like in a mirror image, but the two are one and the same, thus one world order. I think the accrual accounting methods will bear this out.

It is the national currency that is not eligible to pay these debts, because the International Units I am referring to are derivatives leveraged one thousand times or one million times. The numbers we need not be concerned with. We only need be concerned with the bill we have for ourselves to make settlement on. That is done by taking our bills (includes indictments) to the H & R Block tax preparer and request he file 1099 OID on the issue for return (a tax return) to the "source", (the Mutual Fund) for settlement and closing in exchange Treasury Direct. Then after filing the said 1099 OID, ask for your advance on the tax refund. You will be paid the discount to maturity and H & R Block will get your tax refund to balance their books.

Something else should be said here about National Currency. These are issues from our National (Federal) Reserve and are not international currency. The International Currency (IMF) derives from Municipal Reserves (Mutual Funds) that are obtained by the county attorneys like I mentioned earlier and are a small claim by virtue of the International Unit of measure used to account the sum of a bill. Thus a small claim court is an International Court.

When admitting to be a debtor in possession is to admit to a tax liability because the debt has not been paid. One must request the 1099 OID be filed on the issue to settle the tax liability. There must be a Return to "source" for settlement and closing. So it is the National Reserves that created national currency. It is Municipal Reserves that create International Currency (IMF). These each have a different value and different character to their nature, thus the national currency dollars cannot pass through Electronic Funds Transfer circuits like International Units of Revenue does. Its like speaking a foreign language one to another.

(End)
-4-

HOW TO GET OUR REMEDY

The central idea is in the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID that I have written about, but now, to advance into action for the remedy, we here have discovered that the small claims court has two main reasons one can file for action. First is the $3,000 dollar limit (that we cannot use because it doesn't provide enough relief dollars to settle the controversy), so, second it provides for one to sue for TAX RECOVERY. Now we are getting somewhere. This small claim action enables us to obtain enforcement of the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID issue, because that filing is voluntary and it defines the small claim issue, because that filing is voluntary and it defines the small claim issue as a TAX, requested to Return to SOURCE. So, that is eligible in the small claim court to sue for TAX RECOVERY defined in the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID request to file and return the issue to SOURCE.

Now when the request for the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID is refused/dishonored you can file the "small claim" on small claim court with the dishonored contract being a contempt of court, whereby you send the sheriff to purge the contempt by obtaining their check for the amount of TAX RECOVERY sought, and release to your possession of all the property in controversy, or, arrest and take the offender into custody and held until he pays.

Now, here is where everyone fails in their thinking, because, how does one sue for, say $200,000.- in a "small claim" when the dollars amount appears to exceed the $3,000 small claim court limit. Here is why!

The US Dollar amount is the venue, and is a delinquent tax issue in a deferred debt somewhere. So, what you are pursuing is a Tax Recovery that is expressed in International Units of Re-Venue, thus a new venue or Revenue. (Accrual accounting brings it back to -O-.)

The reason this is, is because the tax recovery revenue is in negative numbers (less than 1 whole number) and qualifies as a "small claim", whereas, the claim in dollars are "assumed" to be in whole numbers. Therefore you can see the difference between delinquent tax "dollars" and delinquent Tax Recovery "Revenue". The revenue is the "small claim" (exempt) and the Dollars are delinquent tax deferrals in debt instruments held by someone (probably by the county attorney). (Statutes at Large - not a small claim).

Once the issue is returned to "source", that amount is eligible to be paid in dollars tax paid dollars pre-paid. So the property and the dollars must be released to you as a matter of public policy and it contains the real amount of damages one would otherwise have sustained and expressed in Dollars. So, with
with that in mind, I think it good idea to name the county attorney along with the SBA or bank(s) or whoever had an active role in taking the property in question. Probably those who are paying the delinquent dollars in alleged taxes that are not yet returned to "source", thus they are delinquent taxes eligible for TAX RECOVERY action as a small claim as said above.

So, I hope you can see the full scope of the action to take for your remedy. When you fully absorb the meaning of all this you should begin to realize why there is no remedy in any court most of us have observed these last years. The basic reason is, because everyone has expressed their claims in whole dollars whether dealing with government, corporations, or agency, and since those are all offerings of Revenue, they are dealing in International Units of Revenue, not dollars. We have simply not been speaking the same language and everyone goes down in defeat as a result. Also, a basic flaw with everyone is that the claim must be "confessed" volunteered (on 1099) and not protested, because the protest causes a barrier to the Tax Recovery as a dishonor and our accusers use the dishonor as their revenue in a tax deferral until we are able to obtain the "small claim" judgment to compel them to return (a tax return) the issue to the "source".

Then too, you will not want to refer to your "small claim" in any plural reference. The small claims court, using the plural reference, is the public claim of collective and multiple claims of dollars that need a Broker to break them apart for you and there are no private individuals identified as the filing of 1099 is not mandatory, thus it is an individual, single private claim. So, that claim is singular, "a small claim", even though there may be numerous public entries into the account. So, keep your reference to your claim a "small claim" in small claims court. It is thus an identifiable tax charge when the Request for Federal Tax Form 1099 OID is requested on the issue to return to the "source".

Thus we have a voluntary tax to report "income tax", etc. The voluntary request for the tax report marks the item as a private account exempt from lien or levy. (Income Tax is voluntary and not mandatory). It is drawn in by magnetic energy/charge, thus a withdrawal, being the method of taking it into account. (attraction!)

In a letter I had sent, I had made a request for the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID that went to the County Attorney et al and it includes a request to return/release all my property subsequent to this issue. (That includes my body). That is the acceptance and return of their offer of the bond amount that was set on me in court. So, his dishonor of that request is the cause for my "small claim" for TAX RECOVERY in small claims Court. (The Dishonor is a Treasury Bill,
in this respect, eligible for commodity market exchange.)

So we can see in all of this that the "source of issue" is the tax payor and the "Tax Recovery" or tax return is the tax collector, so, we (or our straw man) are both payor and collector but we have this accomplished by our employees (IRS, Corporate, agency, etc.). This is why we request of "them" to file Federal Tax Form 1099 OID to identify the issue as a delinquent tax that we can sue for "Tax Recovery" and subsequent release and return of property.

With that I think you have enough information to start an action for recovery of your property and the revenue to operate it. Maybe we are looking at a new frontier and new settlements on that frontier.

1099 OID Notes on Nov 17, 2005

It can be seen from the chart that gold increases from grantor to the Federal Reserve. This is showing the use of derivatives to enlarge the superfund. But for the Bill to return to the Federal Reserve via the U.S. Agent, the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID is needed to identify the currency as Revenue and not tax delinquent dollars. This simply means the issue identified by 1099 must return to the "source" before the resulting property can be returned or released to the owner. Because, whoever is the agent who receives the return to source must pay the amount to the owner at owner's request to balance his books. So it is the issue returning to SOURCE that brings the charge to neutral, whereby the amount paid out to owner is tax paid dollars (pre-paid) and debts are gone from the account. The exemption is merely the tax charge going to -0- in the agents trust account after returning to the owner the tax paid dollars. The agent doesn't get the exemption until "actually" paying the owner (although he probably assumes he has it - so this is the reason Federal Tax Form 1099 OID should be volunteered to displace the assumption with a fact). The request for your agent to file Federal Tax Form 1099 OID on the particular "issue" identifies the agent as a tax protestor if he fails to do as you ask. (Ye have not because ye ask not!)

The problem is with the whole numbers we have had in dollars that the HJR -192 chart shows as expansion of gold (increase). But the increase that occurs or seems to occur because of so many more dollars to represent a particular property item. Even though there are more dollars representing the value of a particular property, the property is still the same and has not increased like the dollars seem to have increased. So the problem is to realize that there are two different values put on a dollar, as one is U.S. Dollars expressed in whole numbers and the other in Revenue expressed in International Units of Revenue, leveraged by brokers and attorneys by Derivatives attaching a municipal tax account and increasing the debt by (000) adding the 3 zeros to multiply the Revenue into International Units of Revenue. Thus there is an illusion of inflation and expansion of the property value, when actually what happens is the account goes
"inverse" and the numbers being negative go forever small. (Thus the "small claim" in a small claims court.)

It seems we must go from our OLD values of whole Dollars into the new values of Revenue, as the increased numbers identify the property that was represented by lesser dollars of earlier or prior issue, (thus priority). So here we find the reason for voluntary reporting of a Tax to charge a return to "source". (Thus the tax is charged to close the circuit where there was no charge before) because it was "assumed" and thereby no charge. It was trumped up to accuse the victim with an "assumed" probable cause that forces the accused victim to voluntarily accept/charge a tax return as a matter of fact to "displace" the assumed charges, which is no charge that continues as a tax deferred debt until a Tax Charge in fact returns the issue to the "source". Thus the reason to ask for Federal Tax form 1099 OID be filed on the issue. (That request identifies the particular issue as a delinquent tax - which changes to whole numbers of value to International Units of Revenue which the prior dollars have been multiplied by 1000 as a mill levy to increase revenues in the international community.). It is a voluntary request for the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID that identifies the energy charged in the property to enable an identification of private property to be made. Without that request (voluntarily) the particular "issue" in question is assumed to be public property and the prior debt continues on in a tax deferral of some sort, gathering interest increasing the national domestic debt.

So the biggest problem I see, is that people have all these theories found in research of the statutes, but they fail to grasp what happens to a Dollar when its value changes one thousand times itself. One must volunteer the tax information so the issue (the body) does not fall into Execution of Law. Executions are unlawful as the tax (1099) is not mandatory, so they must be voluntary to enable the taxed issue to return to source and settlement, and CLOSING in exchange can occur. This cannot occur by an execution (public law) but by agreement, because the redeemer does not live in false claims. If we agree and accept the probable cause alleged, and request Federal Tax Form 1099 OID to tax the issue back to the "source", there is no longer a false claim, and the debt can be redeemed by the tax charging the circuit (escrow) to close in settlement.

Let's say a debt from a mortgage is the issue.

Mortgage - $1000 - Dollars - Mortgage is sold to new owner who multiplies to - $1000 x 000 = $1,000,000.

The $1,000,000 is the new value on the body (property) for which community
service obtains grants (blocked grants) in lieu of the taxes they can no longer pass bonding issues in the local community. (The people vote them down). The funds are raised by assuming tax revenues from the victims municipal tax liability, from which they obtain cash advances by bidding and holding mutual funds that provide liquid funds for public use (deferrals) while the victim's account in the municipality has been charged as collateral on the advance, a tax liability. (Blocked Grants are funded with foreign credit which enables the "agents provocateurs" to use the credit of their political enemies to carry out their sinister purpose). Are we not foreign to the public, being private?! Than whose credit has gone into the Blocked Grants? Are these from H & R Block? H & R Block stock trading in the market?

So unless there is a voluntary request for reporting the said tax, there is "no fact" to identify property free of tax liability. So no matter what sort of rationalizing one does to use administrative and court procedures to set off or set aside, or otherwise discharge the debt obligation, to dispose of the debt, one cannot get rid of the debt, because the public has no mandatory powers to redeem debt "issues" but only use deferrals that declare the debt paid but is only deferred into the hands of someone who agrees to hold the debt - in whatever type the interest bearing debt is placed.

So the one option to all of this is to "volunteer" a Request to File Federal Tax Forms 1099 OID to charge the tax on the "issue" for its return to the "source". Now there is "a fact" to take the charged issue into account and dispose of the debt by the balance going to -0-. Now some of the administrative procedures might work, because the dollars have been taken from the old venue U.S. Dollars and re-issued in the new Re-venue as International Units, a "small claim" eligible to file for Tax Recovery in small claims Court.

So, one can see the old venue dollars do not have the same relative value to particular property that the Revenue has, as the county has taken all their tax accounts and sold or traded them for Revenue measured in International Units that are Mutual Funds valued in this assessment multiplied by 1,000. These Dollars of Revenue are now a "small claim", because they are voluntarily identified in the request for Federal Tax Form 1099 OID to tax the particular issue back to the source, and are eligible in small claims court to sue for Tax Recovery and obtain a judgment to enforce the "return to source".

I can't stress this enough, that it takes the individual effort to request Federal Tax form 1099 OID to be filed on the "issue" to make it a "small claim". Any other effect leaves the dollars in the account delinquent, because they do
not have the means to become a "small claim" until the principal accused requests
the tax be reported and taken into the new venue called Revenue. After this oc-
curs, then the dollars can be sought in small claims Court. After this occurs,
then the dollars can be sought in small claims Court in a Tax Recovery action.
But without the request for the tax report (1099) the dollars are delinquent
contraband, because they have not been identified as tax revenue and they are
not eligible as a "small claim" to enforce recovery. They must go to the "source"
dollar for dollar to fulfill HJR-192 as a matter of public policy, and when
that happens, the property expressed by that debt becomes free of debt.

The foregoing explanation might not be perfect in its identification of
the subject's relative matters, but is should improve your outlook on the problem.

More thoughts on the 1099 OID - Jan 9 2006

Let us discuss the nature of what sets the perimeters for a tax return. The word
return means to go the opposite way, and we have always thought of taxes as indeed
something we paid and sent away from us. So, if that be so, then to return would
come back to us. So, the word "withdraw" would be an expression that describes this.
But first one should examine the tax in relation to return. If our opponents
"assume" they are exempt from tax they also assume we are libel for the same -
thus they accuse us, thinking we must pay. So we need to identify the "source"
of the taxable revenue so we know where to return to "source" as per the purpose
of Federal Tax Form 1099 OID. That suggests the "source" belongs to us and the 1099
report confesses the return to the source. So, now we need to prove this in both
Federal and State positions on this. This then puts the matter under the Super-
intendent of a Federal Project to regulate the Funds from the source into commercial
use and then back to source.

You remember, my mention of a Blocked Grant, that is used by a county attorney
to use the credit blocked (your and my foreign credit - we are foreign to the
attorney at Bar to purchase the mutual Fund that in turn uses those funds to
purchase municipal bonds that they claim are exempt from State and Municipal
taxes, but they are not exempt from Federal tax - thus Federal Tax Form 1099 OID.
It is these funds that finance all the products that bills arise from in the
municipal construction contracts and related Federal projects.

The Municipal Funds are the "source" for which the tax returns to. But remem-
ber, it was our credit that the county attorney used to purchase those same said
funds. So, when we volunteer to file/report Federal Tax Form 1099 OID for the
issue to return to "source", we have sent the confession back to source and since
it is only a confession, as there is no money, as per HJR-192, We are entitled
to a tax refund (Because the confession admits the amount of tax but does not pay
any). So the principal is eligible for the tax refund.
It is suggested that H & R Block do the tax report and provide you with an advance on the tax refund. But no doubt they will demurr or otherwise dishonor the request. So now the dishonor has the bills incorporated into the negative contract and identify the principal, both negative and positive identities. The Dishonors is the contract in fact and eligible for one to ask the H & R Block agent to place the Request for Federal Tax form 1099 OID be filed on the issue for return to the "source" and issue an advance on the tax return. The H & R Block agent can now be asked to place the request with a Supervisor to complete as said above. The supervisor is the agent of the superintendent of the Federal Project, and the H & R Block agent has the obligation to file but refuses and creates the Dishonor which is eligible for the supervisor to enter the superfund (municipal and Mutual Fund) for the advance requested.

So the Superintendent of the Federal Project is where the Federal tax authority comes from as the states cannot create their own special! Thus it is the Supervisor who has the authority to enter the super fund for the tax refund. He has the super"vision" to see the "small claim" expressed in International Units of Revenue. (Now the body can see! - Is that a bill of lading?)

It might help to remember that the individual accounts that are derived (Derivitives) from the tax roll of a municipality are considered "residents" thereof; and it is their credit that is blocked into, and with a Federal Grant, being as foreign credit of political enemies, that is used by the County Attorney to purchase the Mutual Funds that subsequently funds the municipality for all their social and mechanical construction projects technically regulated or governed by the Corp of Engineers (Army corp of Engineers). (The social security number as an Electronic Profile terminal is probably the transmitting utility.) This is all under the Superintendent of a Federal Project.) (A Supervisor!) (Governor of the Fund). But now to further understand how this is organized is to identify who and what the Army Engineers really are. When Abe Lincoln pressed the Civil War on the Confederate States, it was to preserve the UNION. Now!! What Union is that? Is it not the "Union of Operating Engineers", who have exclusive credit to bid on Municipal construction projects, thus first access to Municipal Funds, for approved projects? And are not the NATO forces of Europe the "Union" deployed in foreign service? Thus we have the merger of the metric system of Europe with our system. The metric system being negative numbers going to infinity! And is not this negative connection (Union) the nexus for Electronic Funds Transfer between Public and Private bank accounts? (Euro funds on dollars are US Dollars in private accounts).
So, with that in mind it appears that the Euro dollars are expressed in International Currency. (Because the metric system represents the Euros on the East side of the decimal point, and US currency is on the West side expressed in whole numbers) Somehow, I suspect, this nexus or Union is bound together for the One World Order (A money order). (Thus equal partners, where credits equal debits bound into contract, by Dishonour, and the resulting Dishonour being the contract in fact; and contains the bill admitting the particular issue from the source (mutual fund); and the acceptance of the bill, via Request for filing Federal Tax Form 1099 OID on the issues for return to the source.

It appears that the bill is in national currency (asking for national currency) but since we are dispossessed [HJR-192], we admit/accept the bill and its promise to pay, by Request for filing Federal Tax Form 1099 OID on the particular issue, and ask for an advance on the tax refund. It is the Union (nexus) that connects or binds the negative agreement together (Dishonour) to enable the Electronic Transmission to pass through the source and return to the source, both credit and debt now joined together in One Holy Union of Wedlock, thus One World Order for a Re Fund in International Units of Revenue from Euros into US national currency.

The Blocked Grant used by the county attorney to Block our foreign credit identifies the three (3) wise men coming from the east to Fund the particular issue, when referring to foreigners; and since we rely on employees to conduct our business, we request them to file Federal Tax Form 1099 OID on the issue for return to source and advance the tax refund. (3 wise men - 000) (3 bags full).

The promise to pay is made by the banker (our banker) and he is the taxpayer - but for our account! And the bank is regulated by the Superintendent of the Federal Project, so it is the Army Corps of Engineers - the Union, that does the Electronic transfer via a supervisor who has super VISION to enable him to see the "small claim" and give the advance on the Re Fund.

I think an advance may be the only way one can get settlement on the issue, because; the promise to pay is a Federal Reserve Note and that is a future event, so it is the advance that moves us to the future of that promise. (The Passover is the Exchange of the Bill for the Bond - passing over, not through the promise (promised land) which is a foreign land (thus Euros). So, the Union holds the Bill and Bond together in One World Order to establish the Re Fund to be made, or the advance on the same.

So; with that scene in mind you might be able to see that the T-Bill and T-Bond together make up the T-Note (promissory note) and it is the Union of the T-Bill and T-Bond (foreign and domestic) that equals the promise to pay. These two
opposing items are bound together in Dishonour, and that fact thereby admits the promise to pay the sum. (The summary to court - small claim, etc.). Thus the shotgun wedding! The honor and dishonor of a commercial contract is one opposed to the other. The 1st is in the venue and the other is the Re Venue!

The honor of a contract is in National Currency! The dishonour is an International Contract (measured in International Units of Re Venue). The Dishonour is eligible to request the supervisor make the settlement as he/she is authorized to enter the superfund for the closing as that is under the superintendent of a Federal Project.

**NOTES ON 1099 OID - JAN 21, 2006**

I have not been real concerned with the Bid Bonds and the Admiralty because they govern matters of delivery to a distribution point, but does not determine who is the owner, as that is a tax matter in the land, and not at sea where the admiralty has jurisdiction. The matter that needs an answer is what credit or pledge for payment was used to develop the product expressed in the bill of lading on the particular vessel at sea or in the dock. This is what the probable cause is based upon, to accuse the owner there of the international method of identifying the owner, and since that agreement HONoured would be a national contract that would not be sufficient to settle the foreign claims on the product of international affairs. So the contract of DISHONOUR is necessary to bind the contrary powers together in a negative agreement, and to do this, the particular owner must report the tax, so it can be identified as an International Unit of Revenue, (a small claim), and not national currency (which is tax delinquent). So the 1st step to take when one gets a bill is to Request the accuser (accountant) of the bill to file Federal Tax Form 1099 OID on the issue for settlement in return to "source".

Once that is done, the tax identifies the source by which the product of the bill was financed and RETURNED to (a tax return) - i.e. 1099 OID). This is because the source is your SSN# Treasury Direct and cannot be reached for settlement unless the tax report passes through the electronic circuit connected to your social security account number Treasury Direct. (Corporations do not have social security numbers and cannot reach that account except through your very own SS#) (All the Admiralty proceedings and Bonds bid and issued thereby are irrelevant, because they are all dependent upon the Original Issue of Capital that financed the creation of products that the Bill arose from; and it is the mutual fund and Municipal Bonds purchased and held in the county, exempt from state and Municipal taxes, that funded the engineering and construction of the product you are billed for. But that product is not exempt from Federal Tax, thus Federal Tax Form 1099 OID is in order to file on that particular issue which
identifies the owner at Treasury Direct. That is identified in the accrual accounting.)

So, you see from the association and nexus of events the admiralty proceedings are not the issue. The issue is the tax report 1099 OID (Original Issue Discount) to connect the mutual fund and Municipal Bonds financing of the product to the end user and owner of the particular product and issue, for the tax return to source. This is what the Federal Project is, that authorized the county attorney to block our credit in the municipality where we are Residents thereof and use that Derivative to finance the International Operations using the BID bonds for mechanical and social engineering of consumer goods and services that are pre-paid at the source and Federal Tax Form 1099 OID identifies that issue for return to the source for settlement and closing in exchange Treasury Direct. This all falls under the Superintendent of a Federal Project who oversees the cost of production return to the source, from the mutual fund in the Blocked Grant, to the construction project of the Municipal Contract and the tax return to the source to identify the source of Original Issue. (Thus the reason for Federal Tax Form 1099 OID (Original Issue Discount), a pre-paid event!

I hope you are able to follow through what I described above. You need to see the county attorney "holds" the "funds" (Mutual Funds) that fund the Federal Project mentioned and those same said funds are that Pre-pay all the bills arising from the product thereof. When you receive a bill for a product of those Original Issue Funds, you need to request Federal Tax Form 1099 OID be filed on the issue to identify your account from which the county attorney took your credit and purchased - Bid for the Mutual Fund which pre-paid your account with those funds now identified as International Units of Revenue - pre-paid! It is the "Union" of operating Engineers that use that credit to purchase all raw materials and Labor to produce and finish the products you use and receive a "Bill" for. The Bids (Bid Bond) are all Municipal Contracts (Construction Contracts) that must have your acceptance of the finished product to certify the contractors completion of the product - all under the Superintendent of the Federal Project as said before. Thus, to prove pre-payment one needs to request Federal Tax Form 1099 OID be filed on the particular issue for return to source for settlement and closing in exchange Treasury Direct.

So, from this you should see that the county attorney holds the funds that pre-pay the bills you receive for what you use, and the Superintendent of the Federal Project Supervises the tax return to the source to identify the pre-paid funds as yours by a charge to the electronic circuit via the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID as said before. The state and municipality are exempt from making this determination. It is a Federal Matter, because the Revenue is pre-paid in dollars as the State cannot issue its own specie.
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Hopefully you can now see that no matter what part of a financial account in which one has involvement, it still is eligible for one to Request Federal Tax Form 1099 OID to be filed. All accounts, whether credit or debt, are inter-related and part of your account if you request the reporting and filing of it. So for example we showed that a commissary account here at the prison is one such account they are obligated to file at the inmate's request, even if they claim not to be libel for the Indictment (True Bill) or the Appearance Bond, etc. because even the commissary account is connected to all other accounts. So, from this I hope you can see all transactions connected to our names (idem sonans Strawman name) are reportable this way and admit to zero -0-. Why -0-? Because the Mutual Fund was purchased with credit - nothing more. But, it was our credit. And when reported on 1099 OID, it goes to -0- whether it is reported as a credit or debit. If the report shows us as recipient rather than payor, then where is the amount paid to us? Who has it now? So, whether the 1099 OID report goes as a credit or a debit to our name, it is still -0-. So, one should take all his receipts for credits and debits to H & R Block for preparation and filing; and ask for an advance on the tax refund.

When one gets a bill [presentation] for something and accepts it for value and returns it for settlement, and that settlement is refused or otherwise Dishonoured, that Dishonour is an International Contract eligible for one to request it be placed with a Supervisor for payment/settlement in International Units of Revenue [RE-venue] (the Supervisor is authorized to give the tax refund identified in the contract of dishonor). The Supervisor is an administrator of the Super-fund (the IMF) and the value is recognized by reporting the tax on the 1099 OID. But, it is when the 1099 OID request for reporting is Dishonoured that that fact is eligible to identify the account as a "small claim" (International Units) and returned to the source by the voluntary confession of the tax in the filing -- thereby authorizes the Supervisor to issue the tax refund in settlement and closing!

From previous discussions, you were shown how the International Monetary Fund is created -- in the County --- and the 1099 OID reporting returns the tax to the source (the Mutual Fund); and that is the Federal Project under the Superintendent, thereof. The Federal Projects is to create exchange for the States that cannot issue their own specie. They do that through our own Social Security account at the Treasury.

So, the Superintendent of the Federal Project is to establish Original Issue of the IMF and regulate/govern the issue of Funds (Mutual Funds) at the County of Origin, and place the issues/funds with the banks to fund production of goods
and services, and return (tax return) to the source for settlement in closing in exchange Treasury Direct (SSN#) (That's the Federal Project!). Mutual Fund in the County -- goes to -- Production of goods and services -- goes to (by Bill/Presentment) -- Consumer/User (by Acceptance) -- and returns to -- Source (Mutual Fund in County).

This is the route of the Mutual Fund from start to finish! That is the Federal Project as the State cannot issue its own specie! That is why the fund is not exempt from Federal Tax. We must voluntarily report the delinquent tax i.e. Federal Tax Form 1099 OID.

If you follow the Blocked Credit to the purchased Mutual Fund and through the banks to the producers of product, and back to the consumer/user (who reports the tax for return to the source) you will more easily understand the Original issue (the Source) is our credit ... probably orally given ... and when reported on the 1099 OID it is that written confession of the debt that is returned to the source by the operator of the electronic circuit for return to the source! (thus there was nothing there [source] in the first place - and nothing is returned). The account is -0-.

There should be enough information out by now, to enable those in need to consider requesting the filing of the 1099 OID; probably taking all invoices and receipts to H & R Block to prepare the taxes. Maybe wait until they (H & R Block) prepare the 1040 or or whatever form they propose and give you the bill for the tax [and preparation cost]. Then, request they file that amount on the Federal tax Form 1099 OID on that issue for return to the source, and settlement for closing in Exchange Treasury Direct SSN#.

That might be one way to do it. Just give them everything they need to bring your tax reporting current. And, when they give you the bill for tax, that is when you request they report that amount on 1099 OID; and ask for an advance on the tax refund! Even your Form 1040 has provisions for reporting 1099 right on the 1040. I hope this helps to reveal the mystery.

MORE NOTES - FEBRUARY 11, 2006

It is the credit policy that is under the Superintendant of a Federal Project. And, it is for him to set the standards for issue of the Mutual Fund in the County to fund all commerce to produce product of goods and services, and to provide a way for the tax return to source in settlement and closing in Exchange!

In previous notes herewith, this was discussed from a different point of view depending on the question priming the answers. You might pay particular attention to the County Attorney "holding" the Mutual Fund that provides credit for the Operating Engineers contracting for the Municipal needs.
It is the products from these projects that we use and get a Bill for the use. This is the Bill we report to the source because the account is pre-paid by the County Attorney using our credit to purchase the Mutual Fund and let that same credit out to contractors who bill us for product; and when reported back to the source it is acknowledged the account was pre-paid.

Thus, there is no other transfer required only the admission of the tax on the issue - which is the Bill!! The County Attorney is "holding" the pre-paid account derived (a derivative) by using a Blocked Grant used to purchase the Mutual Fund that "hold" until a tax return to the source is filed. (That's the Federal Project, IMF, in the Federal Grant applied for by the County Attorney in his effort to provide Public Agency funding when no more local bond issues can be passed).

THE 1099 OID AND THE DEMAND DEPOSIT

I am almost sure that it is the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID filing on the issue that sets a Demand on Deposit into action.

A certain amount of U.S. Dollars on Deposit in U.S. Banks are identified as having a "source", being an issue subject to tax! It is when Federal Tax Form 1099 OID is actually filed on the particular issue that a Demand is made on the funds that are connected to the said Original Issue. This is when the tax identifies the same as a small claim or a small business (not of Public Corporations and Agencies created from statutes at LARGE). Thus the 1099 OID filing identifies the private claim as a "small claim" and not the Large Public Claim.

Most property financed by this method will be sold-at-auction within 60 days to make the Tax Return to the Source!!! Many less complicated assets are sold within 3 weeks.

Nunc Pro Tunc

You should maybe condition your request for the tax I.D. information (as needed to file the 1099 OID) with the term NUNC PRO TUNC. This term may apply to many of your issues.

For example: The request for the tax ID # (don't say taxpayer id #) is for the 1st Appearance NUNC PRO TUNC! Or other matters too! Nunc Pro Tunc might apply when request is made that it should have been done at the time of Appearance at arraignment hearing etc.

This request is made "nunc pro tunc" for the date of arraignment and appearance thereon.

END OF NOTES - EXAMPLES FOLLOW
JANUARY 27, 2006

DEAR MR. [REDACTED],

I AM COMPLETELY BAFFLED AS TO WHAT YOU WANT US TO DO FOR YOU. I
UNDERSTAND YOU OWE CALIFORNIA FRANCHISE TAX, IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR US
TO PAY THIS I
HAVE NO RECORD OF YOU FILING WITH US IN SAID YEARS.
REGARDING THE 1099 OID, I DO NOT GET THE CONNECTION TO THE TAX YOU OWE TO
CALIFORNIA NOR DO I SEE HOW WE CAN GIVE YOU AN ADVANCE ON YOUR TAX
RETURN. A 1099 OID IS ISSUED BY A COMPANY WHO IS HOLDING YOUR MONEY FOR
YOU AND YOU NEED A NAME AND AN IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF WHICH WE HAVE
NEITHER.

PLEASE BE MORE SPECIFIC AS TO WHERE YOU FILED IN PAST YEARS AND
ORIGINATION OF 1099 INFORMATION.

SINCERELY

H AND R BLOCK

[Signature]

CAROLYN HOLTERMAN
513-741-1043

February 2, 2006

Dear Ms. Holterman

Received your letter dated January 27, 2006, in which you claim bafflement/complete
failure to understand. Your above letter asks questions that reflect the fact you are not
privy to certain information and therefore lack the competence to understand this transac-
tion requested.

The statement that the filing of the 1099 OID enables the return to source for full
settlement and closing of escrow, in exchange Treasury Direct, SS# 470-50-XXXX, which
says it all, is apparently not for you to comprehend, and YOU DO NOT NEED TO COMPREHEND
IT. You are to merely file the 1099 OID form. The fact that this does result in a tax
advance to me is made visible to one possessing the Federal Tax Identification number who
is a supervisor/agent of the Superintendent of the Federal Project.

What you fail to understand, which is the source of your confusion, is that this
issue is pre-paid at the source and a tax return to the source qualifies for a tax refund
that enables H & R BLOCK to give me an advance on it. The Franchise Tax Board most cer-
tainly has a publicly available tax identification number which any competent tax prepara-
tion service would have access to. All other matters you express concern about are
totally irrelevant.

In my last letter, I stated that your previous dishonor to file the form has now
made this issue eligible for submission to a supervisor. You failed to present this mat-
ter to a supervisor with the visibility/authority to carry this out. Please do so now.
Thank you.
JANUARY 27, 2006

DEAR MR. [REDACTED],

I AM COMPLETELY BAFFLED AS TO WHAT YOU WANT US TO DO FOR YOU. I UNDERSTAND YOU OWE CALIFORNIA FRANCHISE TAX, IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR US TO PAY THIS I HAVE NO RECORD OF YOU FILING WITH US IN SAID YEARS. REGARDING THE 1099 OID, I DO NOT GET THE CONNECTION TO THE TAX YOU OWE TO CALIFORNIA NOR DO I SEE HOW WE CAN GIVE YOU AN ADVANCE ON YOUR TAX RETURN. A 1099 OID IS ISSUED BY A COMPANY WHO IS HOLDING YOUR MONEY FOR YOU AND YOU NEED A NAME AND AN IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF WHICH WE HAVE NEITHER.

PLEASE BE MORE SPECIFIC AS TO WHERE YOU FILED IN PAST YEARS AND ORIGINATION OF 1099 INFORMATION.

SINCERELY

H AND R BLOCK

Carolyn Holtermann
CAROLYN HOLTERMAN
513-741-1043

February 2, 2006

Dear Ms. Holtermann

Received your letter dated January 27, 2006, in which you claim bafflement/complete failure to understand. Your above letter asks questions that reflect the fact you are not privy to certain information and therefore lack the competence to understand this transaction.

The statement that the filing of the 1099 OID enables the return to source for full settlement and closing of escrow, in exchange Treasury Direct, SS# 470-50-8249, which says it all, is apparently not for you to comprehend, and YOU DO NOT NEED TO COMPREHEND IT. You are to merely file the 1099 OID form. The fact that this does result in a tax advance to me is made visible to one possessing the Federal Tax Identification number who is a supervisor/agent of the Superintendent of the Federal Project.

What you fail to understand, which is the source of your confusion, is that this issue is pre-paid at the source and a tax return to the source qualifies for a tax refund that enables H & R BLOCK to give me an advance on it. The Frenchise Tax Board most certainly has a publicly available tax identification number which any competent tax preparation service would have access to. All other matters you express concern about are totally irrelevant.

In my last letter, I stated that your previous dishonor to file the form has now made this issue eligible for submission to a supervisor. You failed to present this matter to a supervisor with the visibility/authority to carry this out. Please do so now. Thank you.

by: [REDACTED]
February 6, 2006

Dear Ms. Holterman,

After further thinking on the matter, I find myself in need to inform you of additional important considerations you may or may not be aware of. Please consider the following.

Since you offer to prepare and file Income Tax forms via your extensive advertising in numerous places, and provide an advance on the tax refund therefrom, and after I have made my request to you, to file the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID on the issue of the bill I provided you with, that identifies the Recipient therein (who in fact used funds from the source to create the product from which the bill derived from), and you choose to refuse to file the said tax form or otherwise fail to file it, you have become a participant in an international contract by your dishonour.

Your name becomes eligible to appear in the tax report as a recipient of the payor who is identified in the bill. You have the bill given to you to file as said, and that value is in your possession until you dispose of the debt by virtue of your business to give advance on the tax refund or be identified with a Federal Tax Liability! You have been given the value of the bill to report/file the Federal Tax form and you are holding a tax liability until you make settlement, by return to the "source" (which is what the filing of the 1099 OID does) and that source is eligible for a tax refund.

You are the holder in due course of the bill for the value stated therein, and that value being a Federal Tax liability (you being a recipient of the bill by my request for you to file it), you are in possession of tax revenue that you get rid of by giving an advance to me who is identified as the source by virtue of the Treasury Direct # that the bill was intended. Your having license to enter certain national computer records make that connection to report the 1099 OID to Treasury Direct the source of the funds in the bill I have given you. IF YOU DISHONOUR, YOU CANNOT GO BACKWARDS.

Respectfully,

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

On this 6th day of Feb, 2006, I personally placed this letter into a postage prepaid, 1st class envelope addressed to the above, and deposited into a U.S. postal box for mailing.

Mailer

Witness to mailing
Sample Letter of Inquiry Concerning 1099 OID

Filing to IRS

Dear Ms. Jones,

My letter of xx-xx-06 was returned to me with your name as contact person. Therefore I am sending you the copy of the letter I have made requesting for the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID be filed on the particular issues mentioned therein. My previous request to these same people from Smith and Smith, Ripoff and Stealem resulted in dishonour as they ignored my request for the filing of the Federal Tax Form.

I am enclosing similar correspondence with my question to you. Who is supposed to file the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID on the issue when my name is on those issues? Those who send the bill are apparently in possession of the accounting records with access to the reportable amounts due. My name is being used on financial instruments by the people I have requested the filing from. When they refuse or otherwise dishonour my request, what do I do to report the Federal Tax? That's why I sent my letter to the FINCEN office. They referred me to you, so I am sending the letter I first sent, plus the several new issues enclosed herewith. Please tell me who is to fill out the said 1099 OID form, and how should the information I have given in the letters enclosed herewith be put into the form without my having access to a computer to identify the "source" of issue? Do not the letters I have enclosed carry enough information for your office to file the form at my request to enable the issue to return to the source for settlement and closing in exchange Treasury Direct # XXX-XX-XXXX?

I have sent similar information to the Ogden, Utah IRS office operation manager Joe Blow, but never got a response from that. I am sure the letters for request for filing the Federal Tax Form 1099 OID on the particular issues give you enough information to file the form 1099 OID at my request, since it is my account which is the source of issue and I am requesting the tax to be reported on that filing to return to the source (a federal tax return).

Please let me know how to get the Federal Tax reported as the failure to do so amounts to the States issuing their own specie(warrants), without recognizing any federal standards and due process. Please place this request with a competent supervisor who can see the small business in need of tax recovery! (my small business!)

Respectfully,